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www.estruagua.com E.M. 07 - 02

Body: Monoblock execution, electrically welded and screwed, 
its construction is totally in stainless steel, a very robust equip-
ment as well as simple, which simplifies significantly the main-
tenance works.

Cleaning arms: Four units, stainless steel fabrication Aisi 304 
or 316 quality, there are two arms with nylon cleaning brushes 
and the other two in stainless steel, the brushes are adjustable 
to the filtering screen by means of regulation rods

MMotor reducer: Normally endless crow, minimum protection 
IP-55, maximum IP-65, it actions by means of a transmission 
chain the cleaning arms, the exit speeds vary between 3.1 and 
8.00 R.P.M.

Description
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Specially designed for those spillways or storm tanks of not very high flows or dimensions.

Excellent QUALITY/PERFORMANCE/PRICE relation.

Robust construction totally in stainless steel Aisi 304 or 316 quality.

The equipment consists of four cleaning arms, adjustable to the filtering screen two arms have anti wear nylon cleaning brushes and the other 
two in stainless steel.

TheThe valid meshes for this equipments vary between 1.00 mm and 10.00 mm, the execution is in triangular or perforated profile depending on the 
mesh.

Driven by a motor reducer located in the top part of the equipment and out of reach of the flow to be treated, the TAC-01 ® screen filter the excess 
water and does not let the solids go trough, the spinning sense of the sweeping arms is contrary to the watch needles.

Characteristics:
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